HOTEL CON CORAZÓN
ANNUAL REPORT 2013
FEBRUARY.
p 75

“wannabe” hotel entrepreneurs

gathered in Amsterdam to learn all about our
expansion plans.

JANUARY.
MARCH.
p Our

in-house tour agency Corazón Trips

has become a big hit.

p Starting the schoolyear with refreshed energy.

5 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

Our concept of a “hotel with a heart” struck
a chord. Every year we have attracted
thousands of hotel guests from all over the

p We

world, who care for local development.
And our investments have paid off.

love our hotel-room key rings made

former management team, Joost

and Geertje, took advantage of beautiful
Nicaragua after an intense and joyful period

US$ 5,675 in 2009 to US$ 45,377 in 2013.
• The remaining amount has been added to
financial reservations for education and
the hotel.
• A total of 350 children have enrolled in our
primary and secondary school programs.

from recycled newspapers by disabled

10x10

people in Granada.

• The hotel has generated US$ 340,000

Good things should be copied. Therefore

pool deserved and got a makeover.

p The

running the hotel.

Over the first five years of operation:

qThe

SEPTEMBER.

We opened the doors of our first hotel in Granada, Nicaragua in
October 2008 - a boutique hotel with 15 rooms, two gorgeous
patios, a pool, a bar, a restaurant, and an eager young staff,
ready to charm the local tourism market.
Five years later we are proud of our success.

APRIL.

HOTEL CON CORAZÓN
IS A SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE.
OUR AIM IS TO MAKE
A HEALTHY PROFIT TO
INVEST IN EDUCATION.
100% OF OUR PROFITS
GO TO PROJECTS
THAT SUPPORT
CHILDREN TO FINISH
THEIR SCHOOLING.
THAT WAY THEY CAN
HELP THEMSELVES
AND THEIR COUNTRY
TO BUILD A BRIGHTER
FUTURE.

cash flow.
• The foundation has invested US$ 155,302
in education, increasing each year from

OCTOBER.
p Celebrating

five years of Hotel con

Corazón in Nicaragua and Amsterdam.

we have formulated the ambition to open ten
more hotels in the next ten years, all based
on the same concept.

NOVEMBER.
p Corazón
qThe

education also means having fun.

best mojitos in town in our cosy bar.

Come and try them!

JULY.
p With

MAY.

a donation of laptops we started

AUGUST.
p In

our new hotel management couple,

computer classes. The children love it and are

Boris and Marcela, we combine local and

eager to learn.

international culture and expertise.

TYPICAL CON CORAZÓN.
Four business principles guide our decisions:

JUNE.
p We

increased the number of university

scholarships and started a secondary school
scholarship program as well.

1. Fun and fresh:
Contemporary, no-nonsense and having fun together.
2. A place to be you:
Simple luxury and genuine service to offer a home away from home.
3. “Local color”:
International spirit in our hearts and local blood in our veins.
HOTEL CON 4. Good business:
CORAZON We want to make a healthy profit for a good cause.

ENJOY TODAY, CARE FOR TOMORROW.

DECEMBER.
BASEQUARTERS
Foundation Hotel con Corazón has its
“basequarters” in the Netherlands.
Together with a large group of
careholders we work on a voluntary
basis to grow Hotel con Corazón.
• Geertje van der Pas - Education
• Jiska van Duijnhoven - Finance
• Joost van Duin - Operations
• Marcel Zuidhof - Human Resources
• Onno Oostveen - Business Development
• Petra de Boer - Branding

OPERATIONS

Lonely Planet 2013: “Best place to stay”

FINANCIALS

EDUCATION

• We believe in running an ongoing program

In the latest Lonely Planet Nicaragua travel guide (2013 edition), Hotel con Corazón

so this year we started tutoring classes for

Actual and projected
TOTAL NUMBER of students

Actual

supported per year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Projected

In 2013, the hotel and our team functioned

After an extremely profitable year in 2012,

is recommended again! In the Granada chapter we received a star for a “Must Visit

OPERATIONS & RESULTS

5th and 6th grades as well, consisting of

very well, as the TripAdvisor awards again

we realized lower but still healthy revenues

Recommendation” and the hotel is featured as the number one in “Best Places to Stay”.

Las Lagunas

homework support, English, sports, and

Elementary school (Las Lagunas)

48

86

96

105

145

150

150

150

clearly demonstrated. We did some fine-tuning

and net profit in 2013, even though our

We also received a green leaf designation, meaning that the hotel gets a sustainable or

In 2013, we continued our tutoring classes

computer classes. We received a donation

Secondary school (Las Lagunas)

0

0

7

10

37

35

40

45

with the staff, to make the team more efficient

occupancy rate was lower than last year at

eco-friendly recommendation.

in the two communities of Las Lagunas, a

of laptops and, after some difficulties with the

University scholarships

0

1

2

4

12

15

18

20

and to reduce costs. We changed the concept

60% instead of 67%. One reason was the

20-minute drive outside Granada. After four

electricity at the school, the resultant computer

Secondary school scholarships

4

8

10

12

of the restaurant (now open for groups only)

short high season period because Easter

years of being present in these communities

classes are running well. The students love it

Via other NGOs

11

22

20

25

30

to increase profitability and to focus more on

week was already in March; another reason

we’ve noticed that confidence in the program

and this motivates them for school in general.

Employees’ education

12

12

12

12

12

hotel operations. Hence we could shift one job

was the pool maintenance, for which we

has been established - parents know that

142

232

240

255

269

position to the maintenance team.

closed the hotel during two weeks.

we are here to stay. This has resulted in more

Annual Highlights Secondary

Lower occupancy means lower revenues.

children participating in the program, as follows.

• We moved the program from a weekday

Education is fun

sponsor nine students at a private secondary

to Saturday morning, which increased

• Soccer Without Borders (an international

school and to enable graduation for two

TOTAL

11
59

11
98

21
126

We did quite a lot of maintenance in 2013

However, with a slightly higher revenue per

to keep the hotel in perfect shape. Since

night we still realized total revenues of US$

Elementary school students

145

attendance to 91%. Three tutors gave

NGO) trained two boys from the Las Lagunas

university students. Of course, the tutoring for

our washing machines are on full duty,

247,000 (2012: US$ 275,000). We decided

Secondary school students

37

English, computer, and math classes.

community to be sports teachers for half

elementary schoolchildren also continued.

we reinvested in new machines. Annual

to focus on group bookings only in the

Total during the year

• We organized a workshop about self-

a year at our two schools. It was a good

We continued sponsoring Ramon, a university

maintenance includes the painting of the

restaurant (which lowered the revenues), but

esteem, an important issue for young

opportunity for them, although they had some

student in computer engineering, via the local

walls and wood all around the hotel, rooms,

Corazón Trips had another fantastic year.

people from rural areas. It was great fun

problems keeping the students under control.

NGO La Esperanza Granada.

and patios. But the biggest task for 2013 was

All in all, our average revenue per night

and strengthened relations between the

However, they learned a lot at the same time.

the retiling of the pool. The pool is a great

increased from US$ 74 to US$ 75.

youngsters and the tutors.

182

*38 students left the program partway through.

• Bibliobús (a local mobile library NGO)

Employees

leave the program. Reasons why students

visited the schools each month and 267

Our own employees were motivated to study

Every year we have a number of students who

place to cool down after a day of traveling or

q

visiting beautiful Granada. So our guests use

The total operations cost decreased from

quit prematurely (note: this does not mean

children used this opportunity to borrow books.

besides work as well. They receive a 10%

it every day. Some of the tiles did not look as

US$ 169,000 in 2012 to US$ 165,000

that they leave the school) are not new to

• In July, the music teacher from Ritmo en

salary bonus if they study, and ten employees

nice as we wanted so we decided to redo

in 2013. Like last year, personnel costs

us. Sometimes they are needed to help at

los Barrios (a local music NGO) resigned.

used this benefit. There were a variety of

the entire pool - a lot of hard work, especially

increased with the government’s 13%

home or in the fields, or it is because of the

The organization had problems finding a

subjects being studied: English, tourism and

in May when it is hot. But we are proud of the

minimum wage increase (indexation of

distance, or they are not motivated by their

replacement, so unfortunately we could not

administration, accountancy, finance, and

result. It is beautiful, nice, and clean. Hotel

salaries) in cordobas (Nicaraguan currency),

parents. We believe, and it is proved by

offer music classes in the second semester.

pedagogy. We have now added the option of

con Corazón is fit for the next five years!

offset by a 5% decrease in exchange rate

several research studies (for example by

• We held a special workshop about linoleum

receiving another 5% salary bonus if the child

the Poverty Action Lab), that parents play an

etching, organized by Atelier Sirena in

of an employee wants to study something

important role in stimulating their children to

Granada. The kids had a lot of fun and made

extra, like English, or for going to a private

go to school. That’s why we talk to the parents

beautiful works of art. q

school. Two children of employees took

HOTEL - PROFIT & LOSS

2013

2012

private English classes in 2013.

during weekly home visits and organize
Revenues

special “parents’ schools” every two months.

Hotel

$ 197.579

$ 217.106

In 2013, we also held meetings with the Las

FINANCIALS

Restaurant

$

5.860

$

10.593

Lagunas community leaders, who play an

Income & Investments

Bar

$

11.215

$

12.837

important role in empowering the residents.

In 2013, we increased the number of

Corazon Trips

$

30.754

$

29.788

They recognize the need for better education

scholarships, from four to twelve university

Other

$

1.587

$

4.472

and are open to a dialog with us about

students, and we started up four new

Total revenues hotel

$ 246.995

$ 274.796

Costs

value against the US dollar. We are proud to

working together.

have saved on gas and electricity usage and

Scholarships

scholarships to a high-quality private

Four students started at a private secondary

secondary school. We spent a total of

Personnel

$

69.236

$

68.183

costs, while the price of electricity went up

Annual Highlights Elementary

school with a Corazón scholarship. They had

US$ 7,629 on scholarships.

Purchases hotel

$

21.269

$

24.619

by 8%. Also we invested in maintenance.

• The slogan for 2013 was: fewer hours,

some difficulties in the beginning because the

The support for Empowerment International

Stocking restaurant

$

4.031

$

5.602

Each year we make reservations for long-

more quality. We changed the schedule of

academic level was much higher than they

increased to US$ 6,000. Besides paying
for tutoring classes, this was used for nine
secondary school scholarships and two

Stocking bar

$

5.424

$

6.250

term structural maintenance (2013: US$

classes. Instead of daily tutoring classes at

were used to. Two of the students passed up to

Maintenance hotel

$

10.114

$

6.496

13,500) and pay for regular maintenance

both schools, we concentrated the weekly

the next year, one changed to another private

Gas, water electricity

$

19.177

$

20.808

out of our yearly profit and loss account.

focus: two days of tutoring at one school and

school, and one stopped studying.

Other NGOs

university scholarships. Our own tutoring

Admin & promotion

$

11.302

$

11.713

All other costs are in line with last year.

two days at the other school. On the fifth day

Our tutors and coordinator have been assisting

This year we increased the monthly amount

classes in Las Lagunas continued to be our

paid to Empowerment International, a local

biggest investment. Most of the education

Cleaning

$

3.845

$

3.207

we conducted home visits, parents’ school, or

these students as much as possible and they

Transportation

$

1.093

$

2.317

After the first five full years of operation we

capacity workshops. With this new system there

used Internet facilities in the hotel to do their

NGO we have been supporting since we set

program financing (US$ 24,816) went on the

Corazon Trips

$

19.464

$

19.396

are very pleased with a net profit in 2013 of

were two tutors in each class, which resulted in

homework. It is a learning process for them and

foot in Granada. They used the extra money to

salaries of our tutors.

Total expenses hotel

$ 164.955

$ 168.591

US$ 63,000. This means a net profit of 26%

better adaption to the needs of the students.

for us as coaches. As we announced in the

Operational profit

$ 82.040

$106.205

of the revenues and 9% of our investment

• Our coordinator Skarleth left for a new

2012 annual report, this year we increased the

(2012: US$ 84,000 net profit, 31% of

job and was succeeded by María Belén,

number of scholarships for university students.

Income taxes

$

5.226

$

8.674

revenues and 12% of investment).

who has a background in psychology and

In 2013, we supported 12 students, who also

Reservation - maintenance

$

7.500

$

7.500

The hotel generated a cash flow of US$

was educational coordinator at a vocational

worked in the hotel as part of the scholarship

Reservation - installations

$

6.000

$

6.000

40,000 after the deduction of our investment

school before.

package. All of them passed up to the next year.

Net profit

$ 63.314

$ 84.031

in the educational projects, which increased
our bank accounts to US$ 196,400 in total.

PROFIT AND LOSS EDUCATION PROGRAM

2012

$ 30.007

Revenues

RESULTS
Average attendance, elementary school

2013

Hotel con Corazón investments

$

38.115

Hotel guests donations

$

7.262

Other donations
96%

Total revenues education

Students missed school due to illness,

$

2.030

$

3.250

$ 45.377

$ 35.287

$ 24.088

For next year we expect comparable figures

too much rain, or other reasons, but we

to this year, with slightly higher revenues and

consider 96% attendance a good result.

Las Lagunas

Six of our students did not pass up to

Personnel costs

$

24.816

desired stable funding for our education projects

the next grade; they will continue in our

Transport costs

$

1.779

$

2.023

as well as healthy reservations for structural

program and will get special attention.

Other project costs

$

3.953

$

3.845

slightly higher costs, thus further ensuring the

maintenance, installations, and personnel.

Corazón Trips
Corazón Trips, an extra travel service that
the hotel offers to both guests and other

Retention rate, elementary school

96%

In 2013, we still did the reading test (2nd grade = 38 words, 3rd grade = 83 words), but

$ 29.956

Other contributions and expenses

because it measures different students each year. Therefore, in 2014 we will implement

Contribution Empowerment International

$

6.000

$

3.000

another measuring system.

Contribution La Esperanza

$

1.200

$

1.200

Just sufficient. Considering the fact that

Scholarships universities

$

5.930

$

1.131

this is the first time students have English

Other contributions and expenses

$

1.699

$ 14.829

$

5.331

$ 45.377

$ 35.287

English class results, 5th grade

62%

classes (it is not covered in regular

review in Lonely Planet 2013. Our tours

school), we hope they will improve next

to the Mombacho Volcano, Masaya, the
highly rated!

$ 30.548

we decided that this test does not give us the necessary insights into the learning process,

people visiting Granada, also got a good

Isletas, and other interesting places are

Costs

year.
English class results, 6th grade

75%

Second year of study, so a higher result.

Total costs education

HOTEL CON CORAZÓN EXPANDS
10 new hotels in 10 years

EDUCATION IS KEY
At all four locations, an improvement of

CORAZÓN WORLDWIDE

education is desperately needed. Every

Two guys, one plan: to open a hotel in

Hotel con Corazón will invest 100% of the

Nicaragua and invest profits in local

profits in local education.

education projects. Five years later,

• Scholarships for children and young adults

Hotel con Corazón has been a top tourist

who want to continue their studies, but can’t

accommodation choice in Granada since its

because their parents can’t afford it.

opening. All profits have been invested in

• Educating parents about the importance

education to support almost 350 children in

of education for their children.

local schools.

• Supporting extracurricular classes and
activities (sports, creative classes, library,

Our next ambition is to conquer the world:

computer classes, English).

Hotel con Corazón aims to open ten more

• A sustainable way to improve education

hotels in the next ten years. All will be based

for children, without being dependent on

on the same concept, offering an exceptional

occasional or intermittent donations.

hotel stay and gaining a healthy profit to

HELP US GROW!

invest in education.

• You can be part of our expansion effort in
At this time, there are four initiatives for

many different ways. You can buy a tropical

new Hotels con Corazón around the world.

fruit tree for the hotel in Paramaribo, enjoy a

Four teams have made business plans

dinner to raise funds for Cambodia, already

and launched crowdfunding campaigns

book a hotel room (at a discount) in Mexico,

for hotels in Mexico (Oaxaca), Cambodia,

or buy inventory for León, Nicaragua.

Suriname (Paramaribo), and a second hotel

• You can also become a shareholder by

in Nicaragua (León).

buying a “Social Share”. “Dividends” will be
paid in the form of one free night per year at

PLANNING

the hotel of your choice.

2014 - Kick-off fundraising

• Or you could give us a loan or simply

2015 - Start of construction

donate money.

2016 - First new hotels in operation

Every contribution, large or small, made
collectively or individually, is more than

At all four locations, an improvement in

welcome and allows more children to build a

education is desperately needed. With the

sustainable future!

construction of new Hotels con Corazón we
aim to invest in education in places other

Our ANBI status makes donating an attractive

than Granada and thus help more children to

option for tax purposes in the Netherlands.

build a better future.

Or you can raise money for the hotel with

4 COUNTRY TEAMS

León, Nicaragua: Jans Zwiers and

your own fundraiser. Organize a fair at school

Mexico: Erica Donkers and Saskia

Rens Kalsbeek used to run a B&B and

or a raffle at work, sell cookies at your family

Fiselier both lost their hearts to Oaxaca,

lunch café in an old mill in Groningen, the

reunion, organize a cultural evening in a

Mexico and consider it the perfect place to

Netherlands. They have lived in León for six

bar for your friends, be sponsored to run a

realize their dream of a social hotel. Erica

months and found that there is much work to

marathon… Let your creativity flow!

has lived in Costa Rica and Mexico, working

be done in the field of education. Together

in the field of ecotourism and working with

with Lucy Drost, who is also living in León,

Become an Amigo con Corazón (“Friend with

disadvantaged children. Saskia currently

they want to open a second Hotel con

a Heart”) and join us on Facebook, Twitter,

works as a holiday tour leader in Latin

Corazón in Nicaragua.

Pinterest, or sign up for our newsletter at

America and has been living in Oaxaca

www.hotelconcorazon.com/leon

hotelconcorazon.com. And, of course, feel free
to tell all your friends, acquaintances, family,

since 2011.
www.hotelconcorazon.com/oaxaca
Cambodia: Eva de Hartog and Gijs
Heuvingh strongly believe that Hotel con
Corazón would be a valuable addition
for tourists in Cambodia and for the local
population. They have a lot of experience
in Cambodia and already support the
underprivileged Cambodian youth through
www.hotelconcorazon.com

the Foundation Chance2Study.

• Follow us on Twitter: @hotelconcorazon

www.hotelconcorazon.com/cambodia

• Meet us on Facebook:
http://groups.to/hotelconcorazon

Suriname: Jessica Augustin and

• See us on Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/

Stanley Wassenaar have been thinking

photos/hotelconcorazon/sets/

for some time about a sustainable business
abroad. Stanley grew up partly in Suriname

HOTEL CON CORAZÓN

and had a café in Amsterdam for several

Calle Santa Lucia 141

years. With a Hotel con Corazón in

GRANADA

Paramaribo they want to ensure that more

Nicaragua

children get a good education and therefore

+505 2552 8852

better prospects.

correo@hotelconcorazon.com

www.hotelconcorazon.com/paramaribo

Are you dreaming of opening a hotel yourself?

and colleagues about our expansion plans.

Read the expansion guidelines on the website

If you are excited about these plans, visit:

and contact us to share your dream.

www.hotelconcorazon.com/expansion.

